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Abstract. The British coast is not considered at particu-
lar risk from tsunami, a view that is supported by a num-
ber of recent government reports. However, these reports
largely ignore some written historic records that suggest
southern Britain has experienced a number of events over
the past 1000yrs. This study brieﬂy assesses these records
and recognises four groups of events: 1) sea disturbance and
coastal ﬂoods in southeast England linked to earthquakes in
the Dover Straits (e.g. 1382 and 1580), 2) far-ﬁeld tsunami
reaching the coast of the British Isles, for example, from
earthquakes along the Azores-Gibraltar Fault Zone offshore
Portugal (e.g. 1755), 3) tsunami associated with near-coastal
low magnitude earthquakes (e.g. 1884 and 1892), and 4) a
ﬂood event in AD 1014 that has been linked to comet de-
bris impact. The seismogenic events range from minor wa-
ter disturbance, through seismic seiching, to small and “gi-
ant” waves, suggesting near-coastal, low-magnitude, shallow
earthquakes may be capable of triggering disturbance in rel-
atively shallow water, as supported by similar occurrences
elsewhere, and that the British tsunami risk requires a more
careful evaluation.
1 Introduction
The coast of the British Isles has not been considered to be
particularly at risk from the impact of tsunami. Nevertheless,
in the aftermath of the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004, a study
commissioned by the Department of Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (DEFRA, 2005) evaluated the threat posed by
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tsunami to the UK. The study concluded that, despite their
stated view that UK seismicity “is of no possible relevance
to tsunami hazard” (p. 9), “the most likely scenario for a sig-
niﬁcantly damaging tsunami in the UK is an anomalously
large ... earthquake ... that would only be severe locally ...
and even should such an event [earthquake] occur, it is prob-
able that it would not produce a tsunami” (DEFRA, 2005,
p. 3). The study does acknowledge the potential risk from
a North Sea earthquake (similar to the 1931 Dogger Bank
earthquake; see also DEFRA, 2006), a passive margin earth-
quake in the Celtic Sea region, a Storegga slide-type event
(Smith et al., 2005), an earthquake on the Azores-Gibraltar
fracture zone (similar to the 1755 Lisbon earthquake; Foster
et al., 1991; Dawson et al., 2000; DEFRA, 2006), and ﬂank
failure of Canary Island volcanoes (e.g. Masson, 1996; Ward
and Day, 2001).
DEFRA (2005) do evaluate and discount the recent theory
proposing the catastrophic Bristol Channel ﬂood of 1607–
in which it is thought 2000 people died–was caused by a
tsunami (Bryant and Haslett, 2003, 2007; Haslett and Bryant,
2005, 2007a) rather than a storm (Horsburgh and Horritt,
2006). However, the tsunami risk in Britain is not considered
beyondafewevents(e.g.1580, 1755, and1931earthquakes).
The aim of this paper is to brieﬂy assess written historic ac-
counts that suggest a number of additional tsunami-like oc-
currences in Britain over the last 1000yrs.
Recently, an earthquake occurred along the English Chan-
nel coast, with its epicentre at Folkestone in Kent, at
8.28a.m. (local time) on 28 April 2007. The local earthquake
magnitude was estimated by the British Geological Survey
as 4.2ML (Walker and Musson, 2007) and no discernable
affect was reported on the sea. However, worryingly, a lo-
cal news outlet reported that coastal residents on feeling the
tremor “started rushing out from their houses and on to the
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beach for safety” (Kent News, 2007)! This highlights the
need to assess the threat from tsunami and associated haz-
ards in Britain and, if appropriate, raise public awareness of
the potential hazards.
2 Tsunami-like Events
Based upon deﬁnitions posted on the websites of NOAA,
theInternationalTsunamiInformationCenter(ITIC),andthe
Paciﬁc Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC), a tsunami can be
deﬁned as a wave, or series of waves in a wave train, gen-
erated by the sudden, vertical displacement of a column of
water. This displacement can be due to seismic activity, ex-
plosive volcanism, impulsive ground movement, landslides
above or below water, an asteroid impact, or certain meteo-
rological phenomena (Bryant, 2001). A tsunami can be gen-
erated in oceans, bays, lakes, rivers, or reservoirs. Events
since AD 1000 have been selected for inclusion in the present
study if there is a link between sea disturbance and/or ﬂood-
ing and a source (e.g. earthquake, comet). For this reason,
catastrophic ﬂooding events without an obvious source, such
as the 1607 ﬂood (Bryant and Haslett, 2003, 2007) and some
other “non-tsunami” events catalogued by Long and Wil-
son (2007) e.g. 1759, 1811, 1843, 1859, 1869, have been
omitted. Although we fully appreciate that historical docu-
ments may mis-report, exaggerate or even invent accounts,
we have adopted an inclusive, but not uncritical, approach
to the use of historic evidence in the ﬁrst instance, so as not
to dismiss material before it can be openly discussed. It is
also appreciated that second-hand sources are likely to be
less reliable than ﬁrst-hand contemporary accounts and so
these have been used wherever possible. It is not the pur-
pose of this paper to present a new catalogue consistent in
format with the New European Tsunami Catalogue, but only
to present observational material that may support the future
construction of such a catalogue. Figure 1 shows the loca-
tions of places mentioned in the text, and Table 1 summarises
the events reviewed.
2.1 Dover Straits events
Davison (1924) presents contemporary accounts, including
Holinshed (1587), of a strong earthquake with an estimated
local magnitude, ML, of 5.75±0.25 (Varley, 1996) that oc-
curred on the 21 May 1382, which “was so vehement, and
namelie in Kent, that the churches were shaken therewith
in such wise, that some of them were ouerthrowen to the
ground” (Holinshed, 1808, p. 754). There was then a second
event on the 24 May when “earlie in the morning, chanced
another earthquake, or (as some write) a watershake, being
so vehement and violent a motion, that it made the ships in
the havens to beat one against the other, by reason whereof
they were sore bruised by such knocking together” (Holin-
shed, 1808, p.754). Melville(1982), citingthecontemporary
Chronicles of Henry Knighton (Martin, 1995), which is one
of the sources undoubtedly used by Holinshed (1587), de-
scribes the event “as a water quake, which caused the ships
in the ports to shake from the movement of the waves”
(Melville, 1982, p. 131). The event of the 24 May occurred
close to the time of predicted high tide at 09:52 GMT on the
morning in question (Table 1). The direct link here between
a seismic event and hazardous sea conditions in early sum-
mer, suggests that the sea was affected by seismic activity at
this time, manifested either as a small tsunami or seiching
within harbours. The intensity of this second earthquake is
uncertain but was as strong as, or locally stronger than, the
ﬁrst (Melville et al., 1996).
Holinshed (1587) recounts another “watershake” at the ar-
rival of Empress Anne of Bohemia in Dover, who was to
later marry King Richard II, “where at hir landing, a maru-
elous and right strange woonder happened; for she was no
sooner out of hir ship, and got to land in safetie with all
hir companie, but that foorthwith the water was so troubled
and shaken, as the like thing had not to any mans remem-
brance euer beene heard of: so that the ship in which the
appointed queene came ouer, was terrible rent in peeces, and
the residue so beaten one against an other, that they were
scattered here and there after a wonderful manner” (Holin-
shed, 1808, p. 753). Although the date of Anne’s landing at
Dover is given as 18 December 1381 in the Dictionary of Na-
tional Biography (Gairdner, 1975), Lowes (1904) in examin-
ing a contemporary account in Thomas Walsingham’s His-
toria Anglicana states that the event “is not deﬁnitely stated
by Walsingham to have been due to a storm of wind” and
that it “was probably the result of an earthquake” (p. 242).
Moreover, Lowes (1908) gives the general impression from
his reading of contemporary sources that the event was seen
to be “a strange and unprecedented disturbance of the sea”
(p. 289). Although occurring within a general period of seis-
mic activity in the area, there is no record of an earthquake
associated with this event leaving its origin somewhat enig-
matic.
An earthquake certainly occurred later in the English
Channel on 23 April 1449 and caused “boats [to be] rocked
upanddown”anditisclaimed“thesinkingofmanyships”in
Belgium, but appears not to have affected southeast England
(Melville et al., 1996, p. 633). Other than this, however, lit-
tle appears to be known about the circumstances of the event
and the magnitude of the earthquake.
Two large earthquakes occurred 12 h apart on 6 and 7
April 1580 affecting a large area of southeast England, north-
east France and Belgium (Mansergh, 1891), and were prob-
ably generated along the Kent-Artois shear zone beneath the
English Channel. The earthquakes had an estimated local
magnitude, ML, of 5.8 (Musson, 1994, 2003). An unusual
feature of the ﬁrst event is the duration of ground shaking,
with contemporary accounts estimating from six or seven
minutes (Melville, 1981) to eight minutes (Ellart and Vion,
1991), and in places three or four ground waves were seen
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Fig. 1. Locations of places mentioned in the text.
propagating across the landscape like “waves in the water,
rolling forwards” (Melville, 1981, p. 373). Such shaking was
capableofinitiatinglandslidesasexempliﬁedatDoverwhere
a section of Chalk cliff collapsed into the sea taking with it
part of Dover castle (Fig. 2; Melville, 1981; Melville et al.,
1996).
A number of large tsunami (“giant waves” or seismic
sea-waves as described by some authors) were apparently
produced that proved very destructive and possibly caused
several hundred fatalities (Melville, 1981; Ambraseys and
Melville, 1983; Neilson et al., 1984; Varley, 1996). A new
translation of a contemporary French account presented here
states:
“Now to come to the marvellous things which have oc-
curred in this month of April, one thousand ﬁve hundred and
eighty, on the sixth and seventh day, I can assure you that in
the city of Calais such a horrible and terrible earthquake did
come to pass that a great part of the houses fell, and even
the sea overﬂowed into the city and did ruin and drown a
great number of houses, and numerous persons perished, and
a great multitude of beasts lost which were at pasture out-
side this city. Mention hath been made of several ships that
perished by the great and awful tempestuousness of the sea,
which number up to twenty-ﬁve, or thirty, French, English
and Flemish vessels, and this was done between Calais and
Dover. One passenger that came from Dover to Calais re-
lates that his ship did touch the bottom of the sea ﬁve times,
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Table 1. Summary of events reviewed. GMT=Greenwich Mean Time (Myers, 2007); HW=high water. 1Tidal predictions supplied by the
UK Hydrographic Ofﬁce.
Date and Time
(Julian and
[Gregorian])
Tsunami Source Time of nearest high tide(s) (and
height, m above Chart Datum)1
Areas affected Deaths (in Britain) Other impacts
28 September [8 October] 1014 Comet impact (?) Dover, 8 October: HW 01:27 (6.6m)
and 13:50 (6.5m) GMT
Kent, Sussex, Hampshire,
Cornwall, Cumbria (?)
unknown, but reference to
drowning throughout area
“submerge villages many miles inlan” William of
Malmesbury (Mynors et al.,1998)
Dover, 9 October: HW 02:10 (6.3m)
GMT
“ran so far up as it never did before, overwhelm-
ingmanytowns”Anglo-SaxonChronicle(Ingram,
1823)
Penzance (Newlyn), 8 October: HW
07:21 (5.2m) and 19:40 (5m) GMT
“inundated by a “mickle seaﬂood” when many
towns and people were drowned” (Saundry, 1936)
Whitehaven (Cumbria), 8 October:
HW 02:06 (7.6m) and 14:28 (7.5m);
9 October: 02:52 (7.3m)
“muchpeopleandcattlelost”(MeldolaandWhite,
1885)
1247 earthquake Kent None known the sea is said to have “ceased to ebb and ﬂow”
(Ritchie, 1991, p.37)
18 [26] December 1381 unknown Kent None known Ships destroyed at the port of Dover
24 May [3 June] 1382, morning
local time
5.75±0.25ML earthquake, proba-
bly in the English Channel
Dover, 3 June: HW 09:52 (6.3m)
GMT
Kent unknown “ships in the havens to beat one against the other”
(Holinshed, 1587)
“ships in harbour were tossed by the shock”
Knighton’s Chronicle (Martin, 1995,p.243).
23 April [2 May] 1449 earthquake English Channel None known “boats rocked up and down” (Melville et al., 1996,
p.633)
“the sinking of many ships” (Melville et al., 1996,
p.633)
6 & 7 [16 & 17] April 1580, ca.
4.30p.m. and 4.30a.m. local
time respectively
5.8ML earthquakes in the English
Channel
Dover, 16 April: HW 15:25 (5.7m)
GMT
Kent and northeast coast
France
120 at Dover, but other in
France
See text for French accounts.
Dover, 17 April: HW 04:12 (5.5m)
GMT
165 ships sank, presumably
with loss of life
“The ships quaked and trembled as the houses on
drye land, and the waters were greatly out of tem-
per” (Munday, 1580, p.32)
“The shippes in the seae, as also such as weare at
the keye and wythin the havon at the beacons, felte
the lyke [earthquake]” (Boys, 1792, p.696)
“even the sea was thrown into such turbulence
that sailors cleaving the main feared submergence
forthwith” Registrum Annalium Collegii Merto-
nensis, 1567–1603 (Melville et al., 1996, p.67)
“the land not onlie quaked, but the sea also
fomed, so that the ships tottered” (Holinshed,
1808, p.426)
“at the same instant of time [as the earthquake], as
’twas generally supported, the sea was so much
tossed and troubled, that the Mariners expected
sudden destruction” (Wood, 1796, p.199)
1 November 1755 8.7Mw magnitude earthquake,
Azores-Gibraltar Fracture Zone
See Dawson et al. (2000) Atlantic-coast of Europe,
southwest Britain, English
Channel, southern North
Sea, Ireland.
None known in southern
Britain.
No details known from southern Britain.
31 March 1761, ca. 5p.m. 7.5Ms earthquake, offshore Portu-
gal
Penzance,
Cornwall: HW 13:36 (4.1m) GMT
Atlantic-coast of Europe,
southwest Britain, Ireland
None A succession of waves observed in Mounts Bay,
Cornwall
28 November 1776 earthquake Calais, northeast France None known The sea withdrew at Calais
9/10 August 1802 Distant earthquake (?) Dorset and Devon None 0.35 and 0.6m high at Weymouth and Teignmouth
respectively
7 March 1831 Earthquake Kent None the tide at Dover “ﬂowed full half-an-hour earlier
than the calculated time” (Kentish Gazette, 1831,
p.2)
23 May 1847, all day and evening Earthquake, near Isles of Scilly (?) Devon and Cornwall None Waves up to 1.5m came ashore
21 October 1859 4.0ML earthquake, offshore North Cornwall Cornwall and Devon None Local water disturbance
22 April 1884, 09:18a.m. GMT 4.6 – 5.5ML earthquake, epicentre
near Colchester, Essex
Brightlingsea, Essex: HW
09:15 (4.3m) GMT
Suffolk, Essex, Thames,
north Kent
None known, although
many injuries
boats shaken, up to 1m high wave in the Colne
and Thames estuaries
Margate, Kent: HW 09:15 (4.3m)
GMT
bottom sediments disturbed
London Bridge: HW 10:58 (6.2m)
GMT
18 August 1892, 0.24am GMT 5.1ML earthquake, epicentre off-
shore south Pembrokeshire
Milford Haven: HW 02:05 (5.4m)
GMT
Pembrokeshire, but earth-
quake felt as far aﬁeld as
Surrey, the Isles of Scilly,
Rhyl (North Wales), and Car-
low (southern Ireland)
None three tsunami progressed up Milford Haven
24 January 1927, 05:30 a.m.
GMT
5.7ML earthquake, Viking
Graben (North Sea)
Eastern Scotland None Tyrell (1932) reports that “at the time of the shock
the bar at the mouth of the Helmsdale River [in
eastern Scotland] was calm, but at 5.30am great
rollers began to come in from the south-east”.
25 November 1941 8.2Ms earthquake, offshore Portu-
gal
English Channel None 0.2m high on Newlyn (Cornwall) tide gauge, and
registered at Le Havre (France)
24 May 1960 9.6Mw earthquake, offshore Chile Cornwall None Registered on Newlyn (Cornwall) tide gauge
28 February 1969 7.3Ms earthquake, offshore Portu-
gal
Cornwall None Heavy seiching at Newlyn, Cornwall
26 May 1975 7.9Ms earthquake, offshore Portu-
gal
Cornwall None 0.06m high on Newlyn (Cornwall) tide gauge
27 December 2004 9.3Mw earthquake, offshore
Sumatra
English Channel None Registered on tide gauges in the English Channel
and possibly Milford Haven
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and the waves mounting higher than six heights of a spear
above his ship: but God preserved him. Several who crossed
from England, leaving from the port of Dover, made men-
tion that they thought themselves lost, and that there were
similar shakings that way beyond the sea: even on Thursday
the vii day of this month of April, in the morning between
four and ﬁve o’clock in these parts there were great signs of
deluge, and the whole people thought they were in peril, and
in a village near the port thirty houses fell, and as much as
six score persons were lost and drowned by the ﬂood ... At
Boulogne the same quake and overﬂowing of the sea came to
pass, and damaged a great part of the city and surroundings.”
(Discourse, 1580).
The second “deluge” also coincided with an earthquake
observed in England (Neilson et al., 1984; Melville et al.,
1996) and, therefore, there is an extremely close associa-
tion between earthquakes and ﬂoods in this account. Both of
these events occurred probably close, if not coincident in the
case of the second event, with the time of high tide (Table 1),
whichwouldhaveenhancedtheeffectofanytsunamicoming
ashore. The effect of these earthquakes on the sea along the
English coast was startling to observers, but appears less ex-
treme than the impacts documented in northern France. This
may not be unexpected as Melville (1981) places the earth-
quake epicentre closer to the French coast. Table 1 com-
piles ﬁve separate contemporary English 1580 accounts, two
of which describe severe sea conditions with sailors battling
for their lives. Further along the French coast at Dunkerque,
Melville et al. (1996) recount that “the ground swelled un-
derfoot and towers and houses shook as well as the ships at
sea” (p. 637), and even as far away as The Netherlands coast
reports of “ﬁsh being thrown ashore ... and ships rising on
the sea as though they were dancing” (p. 638) supports the
severity of the event.
Signiﬁcant confusion exists regarding this event as DE-
FRA (2005), citing Melville et al. (1996), consider the
ﬂooding to be caused by a violent hurricane stating “that con-
temporary sources conﬂated descriptions of the earthquake
with the effects of a storm that occurred very shortly after-
wards” and that “to a 16 century writer it would have been
natural to consider the seismic shock and a storm a day later
as being part of the same occurrence” (p. 11). This may be
true, except the storm in question occurred not a day later
but a year later in March 1581 (Melville et al., 1996). There-
fore, the DEFRA (2005) report is misinformed and underes-
timates the contemporary accounts. This is particularly so
as at least three contemporary accounts, cited by Melville et
al. (1996), describing the earthquakes and associated ﬂood-
ing were published in 1580, that is, before the storm with
which the ﬂooding is supposed to be confused. Moreover,
Neilson et al. (1984) in an extensive review of the 1580
earthquake state, “all [contemporary] accounts agree that at
the time of the earthquake the weather was ﬁne and calm”
(p. 117).
Fig. 2. East Cliff at Dover (Kent) showing the wall of Dover Castle
truncated by cliff collapse. The Castle wall and cliff here are re-
ported to have collapsed during the 1580 Dover Straits earthquake.
The only possible confusion with meteorological condi-
tions is the statement that “near Mont Saint Michel 15 [ships]
were lost, and a great tempest arose and some signs ap-
peared: it is said that ﬁre fell from heaven and damaged sev-
eral places, and did even burn some quantity of the woods
that are two leagues from the town of Mont Saint Michel”
(Discourse, 1580). This appears to be a localised event with
distinct differences to the other passages of the document
in that for Dover, Calais and Boulogne the ﬂooding is ex-
plicitly linked to the earthquake within the immediate text,
whereas the damage suffered around Mont Saint Michel is
more clearly related to the “great tempest [that] arose”. In
this context, the ﬁre from heaven is more likely to be light-
ening rather than a comet, suggesting that an isolated thun-
derstorm is being described and, considering the distance, is
likely to be unrelated to the Dover Straits events.
Other earthquakes that may have had some effect on the
sea in the area include 1247 when associated with an earth-
quake the sea is said to have “ceased to ebb and ﬂow”
(Ritchie, 1991, p. 37), 28 November 1776 for which Melville
et al. (1996) report a contemporary account that states that
“soon after the earthquake was over at Calais, the sea retired
upwards of a mile and half from the town, and many thou-
sands of ﬁsh were taken alive by the hands of the inhabitants”
(p. 644), and 7 March 1831 when associated with an earth-
quake the tide at Dover “ﬂowed full half-an-hour earlier than
the calculated time” (Kentish Gazette, 1831, p. 2).
2.2 Far-ﬁeld tsunami
A number of earthquakes along the Azores-Gibraltar Frac-
ture Zone have generated tsunami that have come ashore
in Britain. The Lisbon earthquake of 1 November 1755,
estimated to have a moment magnitude, MW, of 8.7±0.39
(Johnston, 1996), generated tsunami that caused much dam-
age and fatalities in Portugal and the surrounding region.
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Fig. 3. The boulders of Lamorna Cove (Cornwall) are reported to
havebeenmovedbythe1755Lisbonearthquakegeneratedtsunami.
Analysis has shown that the boulders have been moved subse-
quently by storm waves.
The tsunami also propagated northwards to strike the coast
of Brittany, southern Ireland and southwest Britain (e.g.
McGuire, 2005). Foster et al. (1991) and Dawson et
al.(2000)examineaccountsofthetsunami’simpactinsouth-
west Britain recounting the arrival of four waves in Mount’s
Bay (Cornwall) over a period of two hours, sand sheets de-
posited at Stonehouse Creek, Plymouth (Devon), and in Big
Pool on St. Agnes in the Isles of Scilly, and the transport and
deposition of boulders in a stream ca. 3 m above the high
tide limit at Lamorna Cove, a site near Mount’s Bay in west
Cornwall. This observation suggests a local tsunami run-up
of ca. 6m OD (Ordnance Datum Newlyn). We undertook
ﬁeld visits to these named sites in October 2007.
Sediment coring at Big Pool conﬁrmed the presence of
a substantial sand layer as recorded by Foster et al. (1991,
1993), although based on the error bars of their dating
the 1755 event is not the only candidate for its deposition
(Haslett and Bryant, 2007a). Stonehouse Creek was found
to have been inﬁlled during the 19 century with several me-
ters of rubble for the development of recreational and sports
ﬁelds (e.g. Victoria Park, opened in 1902). It was not possi-
ble to penetrate this rubble using manual coring techniques.
Boulders were measured at Lamorna Cove (Fig. 3) and anal-
ysed using equations by Nott (2003) to determine the wave
height required to transport them. Large boulders, in excess
of 40 t, found on the beach possessed mechanical marks and
were clearly derived from a portion of the harbour wall that
was broken during a storm in the 1960’s and subsequently
transported onshore. Minimum storm wave heights required
to move these boulders are estimated at 18.5m, equivalent to
a tsunami wave height of 4.6m. Given that the 50-yr max-
imum storm wave height is ca. 20m in southern Cornwall
(NERC, 1991), and the highest tsunami arriving in Mount’s
Bay in the 1755 event was recorded at ca. 2.4m (Davison,
1924), it is likely that any tsunami signatures from the 1755
event, other than sand layers preserved in back-barrier set-
tings, would have been lost or “overprinted” due to subse-
quent intense storm activity.
Dawson et al. (2000) indicate that “there are no known
reports of the progress of this tsunami NE along the En-
glish Channel” (p. 61), and DEFRA (2006) do not include
the English Channel or North Sea in their models. How-
ever, Bryant (2001) does mention reports of the seiching or
tsunami-like activity in the English Channel and the North
Sea coast of the Netherlands, where descriptions exist depict-
ing hazardous seas and the loss of vessels (Leenders, 2000;
Earthquake Engineering Research Centre, 2005). Also, a
second-hand report describes a tsunami-like wave coming
ashore on the English coast of the North Sea on the same
day (Fitch, 1884).
Long and Wilson (2007) catalogue other tsunami that have
reached the British coast from a similar seismic source off-
shore Portugal. These include a 1.2m high tsunami in 1761,
0.35–0.6m tsunami in 1802, 0.2m tsunami in 1941, minor
water disturbance in 1969, and a 0.06m tsunami in 1975.
There is no question over the relationship between seismic
activity and tsunami generation here, and that earthquakes
and their associated tsunami originating from this region
present a credible future risk for the British coast. Their in-
clusion in the risk assessments of DEFRA (2005, 2006) are,
therefore, entirely justiﬁed.
Another tsunami appears to have come ashore in Mount’s
Bay on Sunday 23 May 1847, however, this time it is likely
to be associated with a relatively high magnitude earthquake
felt at the time in the Scilly Isles (Musson, 1989). DE-
FRA (2005) and Long and Wilson (2007) mention this event
with reference to a later recounting of the event by Ed-
monds (1869) and state that the waves were up to 1.5m high,
although Long and Wilson (2007) classify this event as “an
uncertain tsunami event”.
However, we present here a contemporary description that
leaves little doubt that the event was a tsunami:
“on Sunday evening last [23 May] a very extraordinary
commotion of the sea took place in this bay, which was
observed by a great number of persons. About half-past
5o’clock it made a rush on to the beach for 50 or 60feet, and
immediately receded to its natural position. This occurred a
great many times up to half-past8. The boats at Newlyn and
Penzance [in Mount’s Bay] were sometimes aﬂoat, and then
again almost dry; those that were at the moorings in Gwavas-
lake [a sea cove] all showed their heads towards the efﬁng,
although the wind at the time was blowing very strong off the
land. A schooner at anchor off this pier-head was noticed to
go completely round several times” (The Times, 1847, p. 6).
Other far-ﬁeld tsunami are also catalogued by Long and
Wilson (2007) including the 1960 Chilean and 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunamis detected on British tide gauges. Closer to
Britain, on 24 January 1927, a 5.7 ML magnitude earth-
quake occurred beneath the Viking Graben in the North Sea.
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Tyrell (1932) reports that “at the time of the shock the bar
at the mouth of the Helmsdale River [in eastern Scotland]
was calm, but at 5.30a.m. great rollers began to come in
from the south-east”. Both DEFRA (2005) and Long and
Wilson (2007) discount the possibility that the rollers were
tsunami because Helmsdale is 400km from the earthquake
epicentre and it is “inconceivable that waves originating in
the Viking Graben could have reached Helmsdale in only
12min” (DEFRA, 2005, p. 11). DEFRA (2005) rules out
the possibility that a submarine slide was responsible “given
the relative lack of topography in the shallow waters of the
North Sea” (p. 10). However, without a detailed evaluation
a source closer to shore remains a candidate, particularly as
the reported weather was unexceptional, and that Ambraseys
and Melville (1983) report that two cables laid on the bed of
the North Sea, since the late nineteenth century, have been
severed during earthquakes, probably indicating submarine
slide activity.
2.3 Near-coastal low-magnitude seismic events
A number of relatively low-magnitude earthquakes occurring
close to the coast appear to have generated tsunami in near-
coastal waters. In eastern England, an earthquake occurred
at 9.18a.m.on 22 April 1884 with its epicentre near Colch-
ester, Essex, but was felt up to 290km away. Estimates of
local magnitude, ML, range from 4.6 (Musson, Neilson and
Burton, 1990; Musson, 2003) to 5.5 (Scott, 1977). Although
the epicentre was onshore, contemporary accounts clearly
describe a tsunami propagating along the Colne Estuary and
out into the coastal waters. In the Colne Estuary “a resi-
dent of Wivenhoe (Fig. 4) says it was high tide when the
shock [earthquake] was felt. Vessels [boats] reared up two
or three feet [up to ca. 1m] out of the water” (Evening Stan-
dard, 1884, p.2). Fishermen at sea off the coast, presumably
offshore Mersea Island in the mouth of the Colne Estuary,
“describe the appearance of the sea as suddenly rising and
suddenly falling again, leaving them, as it were, in a hollow
of the water” (Colchester Gazette, 1884, p.2), a description
that suggests they suddenly found themselves in the trough
of a long-period tsunami wave. However, perhaps the most
convincing observation that a tsunami was generated by this
earthquake appeared the following day in the Eastern Daily
Press newspaper where “the sea is said to have rushed with
restless force over the marshes [of East Mersea Island], re-
ceding some time afterwards, leaving thick deposits of sand
behind, in some instances at incredible distances from the
coast” (Musson et al., 1990). Such a description is common
to tsunami coming ashore and the deposition of a sand layer
isafrequentsignatureoftsunami(Bryant, 2001). Contraryto
the impression given by these contemporary reports, a later
review of the event by Meldola and White (1885) states that
“the absence of any distinct movement of the river [Colne]
was generally conﬁrmed” (p.91);
Fig. 4. The Colne Estuary at Wivenhoe (Essex) affected by the 1884
Colchester earthquake.
however, in reaching this conclusion, they omit or are un-
aware of the reports we present above, which leaves their
conclusions highly questionable.
It seems that the occurrence of a tsunami associated with
this earthquake was widely appreciated at the time as, for
example, the Liverpool Mercury in their extensive account
of the impacts of the earthquake stated that, associated with
the earthquake, “a tidal wave on a small scale visited the
coast of Essex” (1884, p.5). Elsewhere, a ca. 1m-high wave
was reported to have occurred locally in the River Thames
in London. Meldola and White (1885) state “a wave, esti-
mated to have been about three feet high [ca. 1 m], was seen
to cross the river [Thames], and to cause a vessel lying at
St. Pauls Pier to roll heavily without any apparent cause”
(p.147). Meldola and White (1885) are suspicious of this re-
port and fail to ﬁnd any record of water disturbance in tide
gauges at Gravesend and Sheerness (Kent). This may not be
surprising, however, as these locations are located approxi-
mately 30 and 50km away respectively from central London
where the wave was observed locally.
The earthquake was described by many observers as a
ground wave that propagated away from its epicentre (Mel-
dola and White, 1885). The amplitude of the wave appears
to have been signiﬁcant as one observer estimated (based on
ﬁeld measurements) an amplitude of 2m, however, this was
dismissed by Meldola and White (1885) as being an extreme
over-estimation. A more conservative estimation is given by
Clark (1884) who states “the fact that it was a true [ground]
“wave” has been shown in many curious ways ...” “the
mate of a vessel at Wyvenhoe” who “happened to be stand-
ing upon the “Hard” [quay], ... looking across the level salt-
marshes, he says he distinctly saw the movement [ground
wave] advance towards him “like the wind passing over a
ﬁeld of corn, only quicker...” A boat builder was able to see
through opposite windows in his workshop from the ground
outside. Measurements show that the ground beneath him
must have lifted at least 2ft 9in [ca. 0.8m]” (84–85). It is
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highly probable that this too is an overestimation, but the
coastal setting of any ground motion provides an impulsive
seabed displacement mechanism for the excitation of a small
local tsunami (Nosov and Skachko, 2001; Miloh et al., 2002;
Yanovskaya et al., 2003).
The 1884 earthquake and/or tsunami appears also to have
disturbed anoxic coastal and estuarine bottom muds and ap-
parently entraining them in suspension, for at Tillingham,
Essex, close to the coast, Haining (1976) states that resi-
dents described a “sulphurous vapour” occurring immedi-
ately after the earthquake (p. 123), and at Salcott Creek near
Wigborough it was reported that “when the tide came in the
water was black, thick and foul smelling and everywhere it
left dead ﬁsh. The water remained black for several days”
(p. 202). The mechanism for such sediment disturbance and
entrainment may include the submarine propagation of the
ground waves observed on land, submarine slides triggered
by the earthquake, or tsunami passage.
Davison (1924) reports a relatively low-magnitude earth-
quake occurring on 18 August 1892 at 00.24a.m.in the Bris-
tol Channel near the Pembrokeshire coast. Musson (2006)
estimates a local magnitude, ML, of 5.1 for the main earth-
quake that occurred about 1.5h before the time of high tide
(Table 1). At “Bulwell, on the southern shore of Milford
Haven, two or three waves were seen to run up the shore,
the sea both before and after being absolutely still” (Davison,
1924, p. 186). A steamboat further up-estuary near Llangwm
reported that “the water, although perfectly calm before, be-
came suddenly swelled ... the boat seemed as if it passed
over three waves, after which the water ... became calm
as before” (p. 186). From these observations it seems that
a train of three seismogenic tsunami were generated by this
earthquake. Then about one and a quarter hours later, an
aftershock “was accompanied by a wave, but not nearly so
marked as those seen at the time of the principal earthquake”
(p. 187). Sea disturbance also appears to have affected the
Bristol Channel with a number of reports stating that ﬁshing
vessels outside Milford Haven experienced “terrible” agita-
tion (Daily News, 1892; Freeman’s Journal, 1892).
On the English Channel coast of southwest England, the
Penny Illustrated (1892) newspaper connects this earthquake
with “a series of tidal waves” in the estuary of the river
Yealm (Devon) where “a good deal of damage was done to
boats moored in the river” (p.6). The Times (1892a) also
reports this event in the river Yealm as well as stating that
“about the time of the earthquake there was a rapid rise in
the River Fowey [an estuary in Cornwall] as a great tidal
wave, but this immediately subsided” (p.4). Davison (1924)
does not believe that the waves observed in Milford Haven
and those along the south coast of Devon and Cornwall are
linked. Indeed, The Times (1892b) report thunderstorms in
theEnglishChannelonthe18Augustthatmayhavespawned
meteorological tsunami (Montserrat et al., 2006) along the
English Channel coast, as later occurred with tragic conse-
quences at Folkestone in July 1929 (Douglas, 1929).
Lastly, within this section, Dawson et al. (2000) express
some surprise that an earthquake with an estimated local
magnitude, ML, of 4.0 offshore North Cornwall on 21 Oc-
tober 1859 produced water disturbance at the coast despite
the relatively low magnitude of the event.
2.4 Cosmogenic tsunami?
On 28 September 1014 widespread coastal ﬂooding occurred
in Britain. William of Malmesbury in The History of the
English Kings (vol. 1) states that “a tidal wave, of the sort
which the Greeks call euripus and we ledo, grew to an as-
tonishing size such as the memory of man cannot parallel, so
as to submerge villages many miles inland and overwhelm
and drown their inhabitants” (Mynors, Thomson and Winter-
bottom, 1998, p.311). In the subsequent passage Malmes-
bury refers to the great council at Oxford between the Danes
and English that took place in the following year, which
is AD1015, so the “tidal wave” he refers to occurred in
AD1014.
For the same year, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle states that
“on the eve of St. Michael’s Day [28 September], came
the great sea-ﬂood, which spread wide over this land, and
ran so far up as it never did before, overwhelming many
towns, and an innumerable multitude of people” (Ingram,
1823). Some accounts suggest that this ﬂood affected Kent,
Sussex, Hampshire (Green, 1877), and even as far west as
Mount’s Bay in Cornwall, where the Bay was “inundated
by a ‘mickle seaﬂood’ when many towns and people were
drowned”(Saundry, 1936). Interestingly, Healy(1995, 1996)
describesorganicdepositsinMarazionMarsh, thatliebehind
a coastal barrier in Mount’s Bay, that is dated to no later than
AD980 and overlain by a sand layer, which could be a sig-
nature of the ﬂood event.
Also, Short (1746) reports in a list of earthquakes that in
1014 “in Cumberland [Cumbria on the northwest coast of
England]; much people and cattle lost” (cited in Meldola
and White, 1885, p.4). Musson (2005) and other scholars
consider all pre-1019 earthquakes listed by Short (1746) as
fake because no contemporary accounts exist that corrobo-
rate his list. This may well be the case, but the coincidence,
which it may just be, with a disaster in 1014 suggests that
if this record is derived from some now lost source, and is
not referring to an earthquake, it is conceivable that it relates
to another type of hazard and should be considered. This
could include coastal ﬂooding in the extensive coastal low-
lands of the Solway Firth and Morecombe Bay of Cumbria
where ﬂooding may result in the loss of livestock and people.
In North Wales, it has been suggested that recently described
ﬁeld evidence for tsunami impact may be related to this event
(Haslett and Bryant, 2007b). The ﬂood is also mentioned in
theChronicleofQuedlinburgAbbey(Saxony), whereitstates
many people died as a result of the ﬂood in The Netherlands,
and it is remembered in a North American account by John-
son (1889).
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Although speculative, this collection of records conspire
to suggest a signiﬁcant event(s) occurred in 1014 affecting a
number of locations around the British Isles (southeast Eng-
land, Cornwall, possibly Cumbria) and, if a single event, is
unlikely to be a storm surge as they are usually more re-
stricted. The event has characteristics of a tsunami given the
geography and apparent severity of the ﬂood. Indeed, Bail-
lie (2007) considers the 1014 ﬂood to have been a tsunami
caused by a comet, or comet debris, impact(s). He cites
GRIP ice core data indicating that the highest ammonium
spike within the historic period occurs in 1014 and that the
investigations of Comet Hale-Bopp, and others, show that
ammonium is a major component (1–2%) of comet compo-
sition. His theory is supported by another high ammonium
anomaly recorded in the GISP2 ice core data coincident with
the 1908 Tunguska bolide over Siberia. Also, myths and leg-
ends of native people from the North Atlantic region con-
tain reference to comet-like occurrences (e.g. Nowlan, 1983)
that require consideration. Furthermore, preliminary mod-
elling indicates that a tsunami generated offshore northwest
Europe in the North Atlantic could affect all the areas dis-
cussed above (Fig. 5). This event clearly requires further in-
vestigation.
3 Discussion
It appears from this brief review that the coast of Britain has
over the past ca.1000yrs experienced a number of seismo-
genic events that have affected the sea, and another possibly
due to comet impact. Clearly all these events should be con-
sidered in evaluating the tsunami risk around the coasts of
Britain and that the omission by DEFRA (2005) of a num-
ber of these events is puzzling, especially since some appear
to have caused damage and claimed lives. The mechanism
for triggering tsunami in these cases is not always clear or
conforms to conventional understanding of the hazard; how-
ever, such difﬁculty should not be cited as reason to discount
observations out of hand without further consideration.
It is accepted by many that an earthquake requires a mag-
nitude of >ca. 7.5 to generate seismogenic tsunami (Bryant,
2001). However, with the exception of the Lisbon earth-
quake, the size of the historic earthquakes reviewed here,
which appear to have generated hazardous affects, possessed
estimated magnitudes below this threshold. This threshold
has led some authors to discredit the historical accounts that
suggest, forexample, the1580earthquakesgeneratedthe‘gi-
ant’ waves simply because “the earthquake would seem too
small to generate signiﬁcant tsunami even in the immediate
vicinity” (McGuire, 2005, p.41). This type of view has prej-
udiced an evaluation of the event leading authors to invoke
confusion with ﬂooding due to a storm a year later in 1581
(e.g. Musson, 2007) despite the publication of contradictory
contemporary accounts prior to the storm. Similarly, without
giving any reasons, Skipp et al. (1985) consider the account
Fig. 5. Preliminary Joint Research Centre model output for tsunami
propagation around the coasts of Europe from a source in the North
Atlantic. Red lines indicate tsunami travel time in 2h intervals.
of the sea rushing in over marshes on Mersea Island during
the 1884 Colchester earthquake, published only a day later,
is probably an exaggeration.
It is helpful to set these earthquakes and their resulting ef-
fects in a global context. One of the most deﬁnitive databases
on tsunami is maintained by NOAA’s National Geophysical
Data Center (2007). It contains a record of 1610 tsunami
from 2000BC to the present. Surprisingly, 50% of earth-
quakes with a magnitude below 7.1 generated identiﬁable
tsunami. Only 53 earthquakes with a magnitude of 5.8
or less–covering the range of earthquakes described in this
study–produced tsunami. Measurements exist for only 33 of
these events. This represents only 2% of known events. De-
spite the paucity of detail, some of these small earthquakes
have produced tsunami equivalent in size to those described
above. Eleven of the events generated tsunami that reached
more than 1.0m above sea level. Two earthquakes with sur-
face magnitudes, MS, of 5.2 and 4.5 are noteworthy in the
context of this study of Britain. They produced tsunami
reaching 6.1m and 1m respectively above sea level. The ﬁrst
occurred at Santa Monica in Southern California on 31 Au-
gust 1930 (Lander et al., 1993), while the latter occurred in
Hawaii on 18 March 1952 (Lander and Lockridge, 1989).
The 5.2 magnitude Californian earthquake had an epicen-
ter offshore in Santa Monica Bay, which is thought triggered
a submarine slide in an offshore seabed channel that gen-
erated the tsunami and, therefore, has similarities with the
Dover Straits physical setting and events (see below). The
ca. 6m high tsunami was only observed in the local area
where one person drowned and 16 others had to be rescued
from the surf; the tsunami did not register on either the Santa
Barbara or San Diego tide gauges located ca. 100km north
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and south along the coast respectively. The 4.5 magnitude
earthquake in Hawaii appears similar to the Colne, Thames
and Milford Haven tsunamis described here, although both
of these British events were of a higher magnitude. A ca. 1m
high tsunami came ashore at Kalapana at about 6p.m.(local
time), overtopped a barrier dune and passed inland for about
180m; however, no damage is reported. There is no sug-
gestion that a submarine slide was involved and, therefore,
the tsunami was triggered by a seismic mechanism, although
rupture of the sea-ﬂoor is unlikely given the low-magnitude
of the earthquake. Again, the effect was local as the tide
gauge at Hilo, ca. 50km along the coast, did not register the
tsunami. These examples both demonstrate that relatively
low-magnitude earthquakes can lead to relatively large local
tsunami.
These examples from California and Hawaii, although in-
structive, are not entirely analogous with the British events
reviewed here as they are located in plate boundary and vol-
canic regions respectively. However, a recent evaluation of
tsunami in the Adriatic Sea, a generally shallow water – in-
traplate setting, shows that intense local tsunami have been
generated historically by earthquakes typically with magni-
tudes less than 6 (Paulatto et al., 2007). They also report
that tsunamigenic earthquake epicentres have been located
inland as well as offshore. Their models predict the genera-
tion of small tsunami that become ampliﬁed enough, by local
coastal morphology, to inundate the coast and cause dam-
age, and that shallow earthquakes are more capable of gen-
erating tsunami than those with a greater focal depth. They
also demonstrate that tsunami excited by inland earthquakes
propagate away from the shore as appears to have happened
in the Colne Estuary during the 1884 Colchester earthquake.
The Italian Tsunami Catalogue recognises approximately 70
mostly seismogenic tsunami, but the largest earthquake in
the Italian Seismic Catalogue has a magnitude of 7.4, there-
fore, the majority of these tsunami were generated by lower
magnitude seismic events (Tinti et al., 2004). Elsewhere
in the Mediterranean, tsunami generation by relatively low-
magnitude earthquakes is common (e.g. Papadopoulos and
Chalkis, 1984).
Other examples of low-magnitude, but nevertheless
tsunamigenic earthquakes, have been described from Asia
(Didenkulova and Pelinovsky, 2006). Of note here are two
3.7 magnitude earthquakes that generated tsunami in river
and coastal settings, the ﬁrst occurred in the River Volga on
12 September 1806 where deliberate oscillations in the water
were noticed (Tatevosyan and Mokrushina, 2003), and more
recently on the 5 January 1992 in Tonkin Bay (China) where
a 3.7 magnitude earthquake generated 0.8m high tsunami
that caused damage to ﬁshing boats (Lin Ye et al., 1993; Lan-
der et al., 2003). These further examples demonstrate that,
although relatively rare, low-magnitude earthquakes can re-
sult in the generation of local tsunami.
3.1 Seismic surface waves and tsunami
It appears that near-coastal, relatively shallow-water, earth-
quakes have the potential to cause seabed deformation and
so generate local tsunami even at low magnitudes, and that
this risk should not be discounted out of hand. In small-
enclosed bodies of water or narrow channels such as estu-
aries and rivers, ground motions induced by a combination
of Love and Rayleigh waves can cause seiching or sloshing
of water and excite tsunami. Love waves produce a shear-
ing motion in the horizontal plane, while Rayleigh waves
generate elliptical motion in the vertical plane similar to the
propagation of ocean waves (Bryant, 2005). In open water,
theoretical work indicates that some earthquakes in shallow,
unconsolidatedsedimentruptureslowlyproducinglargelow-
frequency gravity waves that form tsunami at the ocean sur-
face (Houston, 1999; Novikova et al., 2000). However, slow
rupturing should not generate a tsunami below an earthquake
magnitude of 7.0 because observed slip displacements are
less than 0.5m (Geist, 1997). There is no known evidence of
any surface rupturing with the earthquakes described here,
and that deformation may be due, in some cases, to the sub-
marine progression of ground waves.
The magnitude of vertical ground motion is poorly re-
searched with little attention given to their tsunamigenic
potential. Noteworthy are measured vertical ground mo-
tions exceeding 100 cm for the Mw 7.9-magnitude De-
nali earthquake of 3 November 2002 in Alaska (Porter
and Leeds, 2000), and 23.5cm for the Mw 6.7-magnitude
Northridge earthquake of 17 January 1994 (Ellsworth et al.,
2004). Thesegroundmotionsarenotfaultdisplacements, but
ground oscillations related mainly to the passage of Rayleigh
seismic waves. Also of interest is seaﬂoor movement and
tsunami generation due to underground nuclear explosions,
for example, bomb tests on Amchitka Island in Alaska re-
sulted in local seaﬂoor oscillations of up to 0.56m (Olsen
et al., 1972). Furthermore, model predictions show that
earthquake-induced seabed oscillations (cf. ground waves)
can generate tsunami with an amplitude dependent upon the
spatial distribution, velocity and duration of the bottom os-
cillations (Nosov and Skachko, 2001). A given example in-
dicates that bottom oscillations over a 60s period with a ve-
locity of 10m/s can generate tsunami up to 0.8m high.
More relevant to Britain is the study of smaller, shallow
earthquakes in Greece (Carydis, 2004). Here, the effects
of vertical motion are independent of earthquake magnitude.
Earthquakes with magnitudes as low as 4.2 generate sufﬁ-
cient vertical motion to cause substantial building destruc-
tion. Estimates put the amplitude of the vertical motion for
these small earthquakes at 8 cm. While this amplitude ap-
pears small, similar uplift of the seabed in conﬁned bod-
ies of water could generate tsunami that can not only cause
noticeable effects, but also explain some of the reports of
tsunami following small earthquakes (e.g. Paulatto et al.,
2007). Ground waves associated with the 1884 Colchester
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earthquake are estimated to have been larger than this, which
may be due to its shallow epicenter. Indeed, Walker and
Musson (2007) draw similarities between the 1884 Colch-
ester earthquake and the most recent Dover Straits (local
magnitude, ML, of 4.2) earthquake, that of 28 April 2007
at Folkestone, stating “the shallow depth [ca. 2km] of both
earthquakes in a “soft” geological environment, resulting in
a concentration (and possibly ampliﬁcation) of the ground-
shaking in their epicentral areas” that causes much damage
(p.6).
Such low magnitude earthquakes, with shallow epicenters
and in certain geological settings, could be ampliﬁed and ca-
pable of effects normally associated with higher magnitude
earthquakes. For example, Musson (1998) remarks, liquefac-
tion was observed during the Barrow-in-Furness (NW Eng-
land) earthquake of 15 February 1865 with a local magni-
tude, ML, no greater than 3.5. As with tsunami, liquefaction
is usually associated with relatively large magnitude earth-
quakes and Musson (1998) attributes this occurrence to a
shallow epicentre.
3.2 Possibility of submarine slides
Ground waves have been observed in connection with the
1580 Dover Straits earthquake and, as mentioned above, the
1884 Colchester earthquake. However, whereas the tsunami
associated with the 1884 event are a similar magnitude to the
observed ground waves, ﬂooding apparently caused by the
1580 event appears to be far more severe than can easily be
conceived as due to ground waves alone.
Bathymetric work has recently culminated in quite com-
plex seabed topography of the Dover Straits (Gupta et al.,
2007), comprising a prominent escarpment overlying the
shear zone. This is cut by a relatively deep palaeochannel
system, known as the Loburg Channel in the Dover Straits,
with some channels unﬁlled by sediment and bounded in
places by composite scarps up to 40m high. The presence of
relatively steep slopes within the English Channel presents
the possibility that tsunami may have been triggered by sub-
marine slides which, given the descriptions of coastal cliff
collapse during historic earthquakes (e.g. 1580), is plausible.
Cliff collapse may also occur independently of seismic
activity, which could result in ‘phantom’ tsunami, such as
that of 1381 at Dover. A recent example occurred at Beachy
Head, a chalk cliff on the Sussex coast, which collapsed in
January 1999, bringing down with it a conservatively esti-
mated 60m high and 15m thick slab of chalk comprising
150000m3 of rock (Haslett, 2000; Mortimore and Duperret,
2004). When compared to the volume of slumps that have
generated tsunami elsewhere, such as a 13000m3 slump that
generated a 0.4m high tsunami in Monterey Bay (USA) in
1989 (Ma et al., 1991), then it is conceivable that a subma-
rine slump in the Dover Straits approaching the proportions
to that of the Beachy Head failure may generate locally a sig-
niﬁcantly higher tsunami. Also, slumping can initiate close
to the coast, as Assier-Rzadkiewicz et al. (2000) examine
the case of artiﬁcial landﬁll that slumped into the Mediter-
ranean during the construction of Nice Airport in southern
France(16October1979)thatgeneratedtsunamilocallyover
3m high inundating the nearby city of Antibes. However,
tsunami attenuated rapidly away from the slump area due
to strong wave dispersion so, as with some other landslide-
generated tsunami, the effect was restricted locally.
It is also worth considering submarine slides in estuarine
or embayment settings as recent research has suggested that
earthquake-triggered mud slides on relatively low-relief lake
ﬂoors, leaving 9m high scars, have generated tsunami 3–4m
high(Schnellmannetal., 2004). Evidencewaspresentedear-
lier for the disturbance of anoxic muddy bottom sediments in
the Colne Estuary by the 1884 Colchester earthquake, so the
possibility of mudslides here cannot be ruled out.
3.3 “Phantom” tsunami
A number of unusual historic wave events dismissed by Long
and Wilson (2007) as being “non-tsunami” in origin (e.g.
1759, 1811, 1843, 1859, 1869) may in fact be “phantom”
tsunami generated by submarine slides unrelated to signiﬁ-
cant seismic activity. Very low magnitude earthquakes have
been linked to submarine slides and tsunami generation else-
where, such as a magnitude 3 earthquake that triggered a
slump generating a 6m high tsunami in the Gulf of Corinth,
Greece, on 7 February 1963 (Papadopoulos et al., 2007). The
1607 ﬂood in the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary may be
another. It occurred rapidly at around 9am on 30 January co-
incident with a high spring tide (high water at 8.32a.m. at
Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset) when the tide would probably
be more or less level with the top of the sea banks. Although
meteorological reports are contradictory, some accounts sug-
gest that the day was “fayrely and brightly spred” (Bryant
& Haslett, 2003, p.164), whilst others report stormy condi-
tions (Horsburgh & Horritt, 2006), Disney (2005) states that
“there is a second-hand report of an earth tremor felt earlier
that morning”, a view that is also held by Witts (2002) who
suggests the 1607 ﬂood “was caused by an earthquake some-
where out in the Atlantic” (p.100).
If an earthquake, even of relatively low magnitude, had
occurred and directly, or indirectly (i.e. through triggering
a submarine slide), generated a tsunami that arrived at the
coast coincident with high tide, it is likely this would have
raised water levels above the top of the sea banks and caused
ﬂooding. Furthermore, the coincidence of a high spring tide,
and perhaps the suggested stormy conditions of some au-
thors, could raise the likelihood of an earthquake occurring.
The passage of an intense low-pressure cell over a shallow
shelf can induce a change in load on the Earth’s crust of
10miltkm−2 over a matter of hours (Bryant, 2005). In areas
where the Earth’s crust is under strain, this pressure change
due to ocean loading may be sufﬁcient to trigger tectonic ac-
tivity. Ocean loading is not well-understood but has been
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linked to volcanic activity in Alaska (McNutt, 1999), season-
ality of earthquake occurrence in the Philippine Sea (Ohtake
and Nakahara, 1999), and with the Tokyo earthquake of 1
September 1923 (Bryant, 2005). In the Caribbean and Cen-
tral America, the coincidence of earthquakes and cyclones
has a higher probability of occurrence than the joint proba-
bility of each event separately (Bryant, 2005).
3.4 Tidal relationship
It also appears from the historic records that most, if not all,
of the earthquakes discussed here occurred within two hours
of high tide (Table 1). Such a seismic-tidal relationship is
reasonably well-known (e.g. Tsuruoka et al., 1995) and has
been observed elsewhere, for example, seismic activity re-
lated to the 26 December 2004 earthquake in Indonesia re-
sponsible for the Indian Ocean tsunami was in phase with
tidal cycles (Crockett et al., 2006). It is likely that increased
ocean loading associated with a rising tide, particularly in
the meso-macrotidal setting of northwest Europe, may trig-
ger an earthquake where the Earth’s crust is under strain. In-
deed, the 2007 Folkestone earthquake also occurred within
ca. 30min of high tide. Any tsunami generated, even a small
one, would be more likely to be noticed around high tide and,
indeed, be more damaging.
4 Conclusions
This study has considered a number of tsunami-like occur-
rences affecting the coast of Britain during the past 1000yrs.
Four groups have been established that treat together similar
events:
1. Dover Straits events: seismic activity occurs frequently
in the Dover Straits and descriptions of tsunami-like oc-
currences are associated with events in AD1247, 1382,
1449, 1580, 1776, and 1831. Another event, described
as a “waterquake”, but not linked with an earthquake,
was experienced at Dover in 1381. Earthquake magni-
tudes up to ca. 6 have been estimated for some of these
events, but even if this magnitude is too low to rupture
the seabed, ground waves did occur during some earth-
quakes that may have displaced the seabed. A complex
bathymetry comprising submarine channels and escarp-
ments up to 40m high may have provided sites for un-
dersea slides. Slides not linked to earthquakes may ex-
plain “phantom” tsunami, such as that in 1381.
2. Far-ﬁeld tsunami: a number of conﬁrmed tsunami
have come ashore in Britain due to far-ﬁeld earth-
quakes, such as along the Azores-Gibraltar Fracture
Zone in AD1755, 1761, 1802, 1941, 1969, and 1975,
the Chilean earthquake of 1960, and the Indian Ocean
tsunami of 2004. Closer to the British Isles, tsunami-
like waves have been linked to earthquakes with epicen-
tres located offshore southwest England and the North
Sea in 1847 and 1927 respectively.
3. Near-coastal low-magnitude seismic events: relatively
low-magnitude earthquakes with epicentres in near-
coastal settings generated small tsunami on at least two
occasions, in 1884 in eastern England (4.6 – 5.5ML,
Colne and Thames estuaries) and 1892 in South Wales
(5.1ML, Milford Haven). A mechanism for tsunami
generation is problematic in these cases, but substan-
tial ground waves were observed in the 1884 event that
would have led to impulsive displacement of the seabed
locally, which elsewhere have been linked to intense
tsunami (Paulatto et al., 2007). Sea disturbance associ-
ated with a small earthquake (local magnitude, ML, 4.0)
was also observed in 1859 in southwest England that
may indicate the sensitivity of shallow water settings to
small near-coastal earthquakes. It has been suggested
that some of these earthquakes have shallow epicentres
that may amplify their effects and so take on the char-
acteristics of a higher magnitude event.
4. Cosmogenic tsunami: this category contains only one
event that of AD1014 when widespread ﬂooding oc-
curred in southeast England, Cornwall and possibly
Cumbria. It has been suggested that this ﬂooding event
is a tsunami linked to a comet impact as indicated by
GRIP ice core records and Chinese astronomy (Baillie,
2007). Although speculative at this stage, compelling
combined historic and physical evidence persuades that
an in-depth investigation should be made of this event.
The fact that historical records reviewed here describe
tsunami-like occurrences is not doubted, but whether these
events are tsunami, or not, is in question. Some events
have been conﬁrmed as tsunami, but for others the link to
a tsunamigenic trigger is unclear. Even for those associated
with an earthquake, the magnitude is usually lower than is
conventionally considered to be able to generate a tsunami,
and yet tsunami-like activity is reported. We have discussed
possible triggering mechanisms for generating tsunami un-
der such conditions, which have been shown to link low-
magnitude earthquakes and tsunami elsewhere. It is clear
that each event reviewed in this study warrants further de-
tailed investigation and should not be discounted out of hand
simply because the circumstances are problematic under cur-
rent tsunami theory.
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